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EDB POSTGRES™ FAILOVER MANAGER
Protect Your MissionCritical Applications
from Costly Outages

A few minutes or a few hours of downtime can cost businesses
significant amounts of money. EnterpriseDB's fault tolerant clustering
technology and redundant architecture eliminate single points of
failure and protect against system outages to achieve high availability.

EDB Postgres

High Availability
Infrastructure for
EDB Postgres Clusters

Failover Manager (EFM) monitors the members of a

Postgres cluster, identifying and verifying database, machine, and
network failures quickly and reliably. The tool provides continuous
health monitoring for streaming replication clusters, and detects and
automates the failover to a replica in the event of a failure. EFM
promotes the standby node to the cluster master and issues alerts.

Ensure Data
Remains Available in
the Event of a Failure

When disaster strikes, EDB Postgres Failover Manager gives you the
peace of mind a failover will be initiated to bring the database back
online as fast as possible. EDB Failover Manager (EFM) provides the
cluster health monitoring, node/database failure detection, and
automatic failover mechanisms needed for integration into a variety
of stringent 9’s high availability solutions.

LEARN MORE
Contact EDB for more
information. Call or email
info@enterprisedb.com

Protect your business from an extended outage.
For more information, review the
EDB Postgres Failover Manager Documentation.

LEARN MORE AT WWW.ENTERPRISEDB.COM/EFM
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EDB POSTGRES FAILOVER MANAGER
AUTOMATIC
FAILOVER
EDB Postgres Failover
Manager's automatic failover
and security checks give
DBAs and IT management
the confidence that their
data is safe and highly
available to support their
mission-critical applications.

Architecture prevents false fail overs and split brain scenarios to avoid data corruption
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If the master, A, fails or loses its network connection, an
EDB Postgres Failover Manager agent within the cluster detects
the failure, e.g., the agent on B.

.

B then queries the other cluster members. If they agree that
A has failed, B will be promoted to the new master and the
master's virtual IP (VIP) address will be moved to B.

EFM HIGHLIGHTS
High Availability

Tailored to Your Needs

Zero Downtime

Peace of Mind
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